
 

Announcing a timeline to switch to the Unified Interface 
 

Summary 

On September 10, 2019, we are announcing the legacy web client will be deprecated. Customers must have 

transitioned to Unified Interface before October 1, 2020. This will affect Dynamics 365 Sales, Dynamics 365 

Customer Service, Dynamics 365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Project Service, and Dynamics 365 Marketing 

customers. Microsoft will continue to provide support, security, and other critical updates to the Dynamics 

365 legacy web client until October 1, 2020 but will not release any additional functionality beyond what 

has already been announced.  

In addition, the following capabilities will also be removed by October 1, 2020. 

• Process dialogs: Previously announced  

• Task flows: Previously announced   

On October 1, 2020, the Dynamics 365 legacy web client, process dialogs and task flows will no longer be 

available. In the coming months, for those that have not already made the transition, we will be sending 

reminders and scheduling updates to transition customers to Unified Interface prior to October 1, 2020. 

A complete list of all deprecation announcements will be made available at this location.  

What should you do? 

All Partners, ISVs, and MVPs should ensure familiarity with the Unified Interface and the technologies being 

deprecated and have a plan in place to ensure any services work is fully compatible and optimized. 

ISV solutions should be transitioned to Unified Interface as soon as possible to maintain certification. All 

AppSource solutions will require Unified Interface compatibility. Please see the recertification policy for 

more information. 

If you are engaged with customers, starting September 10, 2019, please communicate the official 

deprecation announcement. If your customers are currently using the Dynamics 365 legacy web client, they 

should transition to the Unified Interface as soon as possible to take advantage of Microsoft’s ongoing 

investments in reliability, performance, and functionality. 

For further information and steps to make a smooth transition, please view our helpful resources and 

community site: 
 

• Learn about the Unified Interface 

• Unified Interface Community Group including a Blog and Forum 

https://docs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/get-started/whats-new/customer-engagement/important-changes-coming#dialogs-are-deprecated
https://docs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/get-started/whats-new/customer-engagement/important-changes-coming#task-flows-are-deprecated
https://docs.microsoft.com/dynamics365/get-started/whats-new/customer-engagement/important-changes-coming
https://assetsprod.microsoft.com/mpn/business-applications-update-policy.pdf
https://aka.ms/unifiedinterface-deprecate
https://docs.microsoft.com/powerapps/user/unified-interface
https://docs.microsoft.com/powerapps/user/unified-interface
https://community.dynamics.com/365/unified-interface/


• Getting Started Unified Interface Playbook  

• User Experience & Unified Interface Transition Whitepaper 

• Quick Start Guide – add Unified Interface App to existing environment 

• Quick Start Guide – set an environment to Unified Interface as default 

• Introduction to Unified Interface (Video) 

• Unified Interface FAQs 

 

Please note that identification of any issues should follow the standard support process. 

How does this impact customers?  

Please keep in mind the following dates when communicating with your customers: 

• September 10, 2019: As of this date, the official deprecation announcement will be available through 

the Admin Center within the product tenant, via blogs, and sent via e-mail.  

• November 2019: By this date, customers and partners should have completed an initial test to 

ensure that any key blockers or capabilities have been submitted for review to ensure engineering 

can evaluate and plan engineering efforts accordingly. 

• December 2019: Customers and partners should be comfortable that they are compatible with the 

Unified Interface. 

• April 2020: The goal date to be live in production on Unified Interface.  

• October 1, 2020: The date the legacy web client, process dialogs, and task flows will no longer be 

accessible.  

The time is now to plan for transition  

The benefits of adopting Unified Interface for customers and partners are numerous, including:  

• Performance: We’ve seen great overall improvement over the legacy web client. Examples include 

retrieval of application metadata, improving the rendering of forms, reducing the load times of both 

forms and grids, and improved performance of customized form ribbons. 

• Responsive web design: Optimal viewing and interaction of apps from any device and browser.  

• Productivity enhancements: Reduced clicks for common tasks through the Timeline wall and 

business process flows. Improved navigation for swift movement throughout the apps.  

• Navigation improvements: Quickly move between apps. Easily navigate with recent and pinned 

favorites. Together with focused role experiences, users see only what they need.   

• Focused roles creation: Simplify the end user experience by including only the tasks and 

information for a particular job role. Reduces user confusion and training costs.  

• Accessibility:  Developed with accessibility standards in mind, including the Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines (“WCAG”). We regularly publish Accessibility Conformance Reports that 

detail how our products and services conform with these accessibility standards to enable customers 

to evaluate our offerings. 

Communication timeline 

• September 10, 2019 – All parties including customers will receive the deprecation announcement in 

the Admin Center and via community outreach. 

• October 2019 – October 2020 - Customers will receive reminder messaging throughout the year via 

in-product messaging or email. Customers who have not transitioned already will be offered the 

opportunity to be auto scheduled for update. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/unified-interface-playbook
https://docs.microsoft.com/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/approaching-unified-interface
https://docs.microsoft.com/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/approaching-unified-interface
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/transition-web-app-existing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/transition-web-app
https://youtu.be/_VPOi_Iq6ko
https://aka.ms/UnifiedInterfacefaq
https://aka.ms/UnifiedInterfacefaq
https://aka.ms/unifiedinterface-deprecate
https://docs.microsoft.com/powerapps/user/unified-interface
https://cloudblogs.microsoft.com/industry-blog/government/2018/09/11/accessibility-conformance-reports/


Call to action 

• Please review and understand the details of the changes in the FAQ. 

• Leverage the content within the new public-facing community site. 

• Effective September 10, 2019, Partners, ISVs, and MVPs should accelerate conversations with 

customers about the upcoming changes to ensure that plans are in place for a smooth transition. 

• For questions around this announcement, please contact runoneui@microsoft.com. 

 

 

 
 

 

https://aka.ms/UnifiedInterfacefaq
https://community.dynamics.com/365/unified-interface/
mailto:runoneui@microsoft.com

